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SUBJECT: Meeting with Cassowary 15

1. discussed at this meetin7 and business conducted:

a) Refund of money to Cass 2; CO gave Cass 15 the sume of

$679.36 which represents a refund of money spent by Cass 2 on the

Prologue Study group.

b) Carthages 3 and 7: Cass 15 asked CO for financial aid for these

two ex—agents, stating that they were not given any money for expenses

in the USA. C 3 and 7 stated tht Cass 3 had given them some money but

that was all spent on the trip to the States. The CO stated that he would

look into the matter and expected that some money would be available.

( Note: a cable was sent to MUNI asking CO there what he had given

C-3 and 7. If nothing, then about $400. will be given C3 and 7 to

tidethem over for a month o r so.)

c) Latest info on the ZP—ZCh developments and the reorganization: 

.The CO advised Cass 15 on the news received from MUNI re SB action

against the taking over of the Cicero plant and other Bandera newspaper

facilities, German police inactivity, SB threats, etc. as contained

in MUNI-6617 and 66044 Cass 15 said that he would go to NY in a day

or so to let Cass 2 know of these latest developments.

d.) Messages to Onsithatia Carthage 12;	 On the advice of PP

Chief 	 3 CO requested that Cass 15 re—write message to Carthage 12

re oviet imperia1is7 as real enemy of West and results of Berling

Conference. This message to be sent on 27 Feb.'

e) Other . Cass 15 showed article in Congressional Record placdd

there by Rep. Fieghan Which was article written by Cass2, and deals with

US policy of liberation, etc. In issue Feb. 18 o f CC:


